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Summary
This paper presents a formal framework for
a generalised object-oriented database model
that is able to cope with fuzzy and uncertain
information. The generalised model is obtained as a generalisation of a crisp objectoriented database model that is compliant
with the ODMG de facto standard and is
built upon an algebraic type system and a
constraint system.
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1 Introduction
During the past decade several \fuzzy" object-oriented
database models have been proposed. An overview
can be found in 2]. These models do not conform to a
single underlying object data model, due to a lack of
object standards.
The ODMG de facto standard data model 1] o ers
new promising perspectives. However, it still suffers from several shortcomings such as some lack of
formal semantics and its limited ability to deal with
constraints, despite the fact that a thorough support
of constraints is the most obvious way to guarantee
the integrity of a database. The formal framework we
present is ODMG compliant and overcomes the mentioned ODMG shortcomings. It also supports both
fuzziness and uncertainty.
By building a formal generalised type system and constraint system we can give the formal denition of a
generalised object and a generalised database scheme,
both of them being the main components of our generalised object-oriented database model.
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2 A formal framework for generalised
object-databases
Since crisp databases can be seen as special cases of
fuzzy and/or uncertain databases, it is our aim to
dene a generalised object-oriented database model
which is a generalisation of a crisp one (rather than
dening an extension of a crisp database model).

2.1 The denition of types
Types are dened as instances of a generalised type
system. Our denition of a generalised type system is
the generalisation of the denition of a crisp type system which is in accordance with the directions given
in 4] and completely compliant with the ODMG specications.

2.1.1 The crisp type system
In our type system, we state the rules which dene literal types, object types, reference types and the Void
type. A literal type as either a base type, a collection
literal type or a structured literal type. The set of the
type specications of all the literal types will be denoted as Tliteral , the set of the specications of all the
object types as Tobject , and the set of the specications
of all the reference types as Treference .
We do not limit ourselves to the syntax of the type
specications, but also endow the denition rules with
formal semantics. Our semantic denitions are related
to domains and sets of domains. The semantics of a
type specication ts are completely captured by a set
of domains Dts , a designated domain domts 2 Dts , a
set of operators Ots and a set of axioms Ats . Each
domain contains an \undened" value ?ts .
The (crisp) type system TS , which allows to derive
both the specication and the implementations of the
valid types, is dened as the triple:
type ]
TS = T P fimpl

where T = fVoidg  Treference  Tliteral  Tobject is
the set of valid type specications, P is the innite
set of all programs |indepedent of the language in
type is called the (type)
which they are written| and fimpl
implementation function:
type : T ! }(P )
fimpl
ts 7! fp1 : : : pn g
type is a mapping which maps each type specication
fimpl
ts of the domain T onto the subset fp1 : : : pn g of its
co-domain }(P ) (the powerset of P ) that contains all
the implementations of ts.
An instance t of the type system TS is called a type

and is dened by a couple:

type (ts)], with ts 2 T
t = ts fimpl
When ts = Void, t is called a void type when ts 2
Tliteral , t is a literal type when ts 2 Tobject , t is an
object type otherwise t is called a reference type.

Here, we focus on the object types, as they provide a
formal basis for the most important notion in ODMG,
namely the object. The syntax of the specication
ts 2 Tobject of an arbitrary object type t is dened as:

Class id : idb 1 : : : idb m(id1 : s1  : : :  idn : sn)
where id is an identier that represents the name of the
b i 1  i  m are identiers representing
object type, id
the parent types of t (if any) and idi : si 1  i  n are
the characteristics (attributes, relationships and methods) which are explicitly specied within the syntax of
the object type. For each idi : si 1  i  n, idi is the
identier and si is the specication of the characteristic, which for attributes and relationships is a type
specication and for methods is a signature.
Example 1: With String, Integer, Set and
the enumeration type Enum TLang(Dutch French
English) being an element of Tliteral , the
specication
type (ts)] can be
ts of an object type TPerson = ts fimpl
given as:

Class TPerson( Name : String
Age : Integer
Languages : Set(TLang)) 
The properties as well as the behaviour of both objects and literals are formalised by the types of our
type system. (As far as the literals are concerned, the
denition of the behaviour is obviously limited to the
behaviour which is implicitly dened.) An object o or
instance of an object type is dened as a quadruple

o = oid N t v]

where oid is a unique object identier, N is a set of
type (ts)] is the object type,
object names, t = ts fimpl
and v 2 domts is the state of the object. N can
be an empty set and for every attribute or relationship idi : si specied within t, v contains a value
vi 2 doms . The extent of an object type is the set
of all its (persistent) instances. If an object is an instance of type t, then it has to be a member of the
extent of t. If type t is a subtype of type bt, then the
extent of t is a subset of the extent of bt.
Example 2: An instance of TPerson is, e.g.
oid1  TPerson Struct(\Ann"
28 Set(Dutch French English))] 
i

2.1.2 The generalised type system
A generalised (fuzzy) type system is obtained by generalising the denition of the crisp type system
type ]
TS = T P fimpl
First of all, the set of type specications T is generalised to a set T~ by generalising the denitions of the domains and operators of the type specications ts 2 T .
For every type specication ts 2 T , the generalised
counterpart ts~ has a domain domts~ that is dened as
the set
}~(domts )
of fuzzy sets on domts and a set of operators Ots~ that
contains the generalised counterparts of the operators
of Ots (generalised using Zadeh's extension principle).
Furthermore, the denition of a characteristic idi : si
of an object type is generalised through the use of generalised constraints as dened by L.A. Zadeh 6]: a
generalised attribute or relationship is dened as
id~ i isr ts~ i
where isr is a variable copula and r is a discrete variable which value denes the way in which the values
of the (domain of the) characteristic are constrained.
For now, the considered types of constraints are:
1. Equality constraint, r = e. In this case id~ ise ts~
means that id~ will be assigned a crisp value of
domts~ . This case is semantically equivalent with
the denition id : ts of its crisp counterpart.
2. Possibilistic constraint, r = blank. In this case
id~ is ts~ means that id~ will be assigned a value of
domts~ , i.e. a fuzzy set, and id~ is seen as a disjunctive (possibilistic) variable.
3. Veristic constraint, r = v. In this case, id~ isv ts~
means that id~ will be assigned a value of domts~ ,
i.e. a fuzzy set, and id~ is seen as a conjunctive
(veristic) variable.

With these generalisations, the generalised type system GTS is dened as the triple:
type ]
GTS = T~ P f~impl
where T~ is the generalised set of valid type specications, P remains the innite set of all programs and
type is a mapping which maps each generalised type
f~impl
specication ts~ of T~ onto its set of implementations ts~ :
type : T~ ! }(P )
f~impl
ts~ 7! fp1 : : : pn g
An instance t~ of the generalised type system GTS is
called a generalised type and is dened by a couple:
type (ts
~ )], with ts~ 2 T~
t~ = ts~ f~impl

Example 3: With String, Integer and the enumeration type Enum TLang(Dutch French English) be-

ing an element of T~, the specication ts~ of a (genertype (ts
~ )] can be
alised) object type GTPerson = ts~ f~impl
given as:
Class GTPerson( Name ise String
Age is Integer
Languages isv TLang) 
The generalisation of the denition of an object becomes:
o~ = oid N t~ v~ Pos Nec]
where oid remains a unique object identier, N retype (ts
~ )] is the
mains a set of object names, t~ = ts~ f~impl
generalised object type, and the state v~ is now an element of domts~ . Additionally, a generalised object has
a (system dened) possibility measure Pos and a necessity measure Nec, which can take values between
0 and 1, and which together express the fuzzy thruth
value
fPos=true Nec=Falseg
of the object as an instance of the generalised object
type t~.
Example 4: An instance of the generalised object
type GTPerson is, e.g.
oid1  GTPerson Struct(\Ann"
f:6=26 :8=27 1=28 1=29 :8=30 :6=31g
f:4=Dutch :7=French 1=English)) 1 0] 

2.2 The denition of constraints
Constraints are used to enforce integrity rules on databases (e.g. domain rules, referential integrity, etc.) and
to help to specify the formal semantics of a database
model (e.g. null values, denitions of keys, etc.) 3].
In our approach a constraint is formally dened as an
instance of a constraint system.

2.2.1 The crisp constraint system
A crisp constraint is dened as a Boolean function,
which indicates whether a given object is valid within
the context of a given database or not. The (crisp) constraint system CS , which allows to derive both the specication and the implementations of the constraints,
is dened as the triple:
constr ]
CS = C P fimpl
where C is the set of the specications of all the valid
constr denote respectively the
constraints, and P and fimpl
innite set of all programs and the (constraint) implementation function, which is dened as:
constr : C ! }(P )
fimpl
cs 7! fp1 : : : pn g
constr is a mapping which maps each conHereby, fimpl
straint specication cs of the domain C onto the subset fp1 : : : pn g of the co-domain }(P ) (the powerset
of P ) that contains all the implementations of cs.
An instance c of the constraint system CS is called a
constraint and is dened by a couple:
constr (cs)], with cs 2 C
c = cs fimpl

2.2.2 The generalised constraint system
The generalisation of the constraint system is straightforward: a Boolean (constraint) function can be generalised to a function with co-domain 0 1] that associates a membership degree with a given object, indicating to which degree the object satises the constraint.
As well the constraints which specify the domain rules,
as the constraints which specify the transition rules are
generalised in this way, which leads to the denition
of the generalised constraint system GCS .
constr ]
GCS = C~ P f~impl
where C~ is the generalised set of valid constraints speconstr
cications, P is the set of all programs and f~impl
denotes the generalised (constraint) implementation
function:
constr : C~ ! }(P )
f~impl
cs~ 7! fp1 : : : pn g

2.3 The denition of generalised object
schemes and database schemes
The adopted scheme denitions are the counterparts
of the ones presented in 5] for the relational database model. Both the denitions of generalised object
scheme and generalised database scheme rely on the
denitions of types and constraints.

2.3.1 A generalised object scheme
The full semantics of an object are described by a generalised object scheme os
~ . This scheme denes all the
characteristics of the object, including the constraints
that apply to the object and is dened by an object
type t~ (i.e. an instance of the generalised type system
GTS ), a meaning M~ and a conjunctive fuzzy set of
constraints C~t~ (i.e. a nite fuzzy set over the instances
of the generalised constraint system GCS ).
os
~ = t~ M~ C~t~]
The meaning M~ is an informal component of the denition since it will mostly be described in a natural language 5]. The membership degree of an element of C~t~
indicates to which degree the constraint applies to the
object type t~.
An instance of the object type t~ is dened to be an instance of the generalised object scheme os
~ = t~ M~ C~t~]
if and only if it satises (with a non-zero membership
degree) all the constraints of C~t~ and all the constraints
~ C~~] which
c
of the sets C~b~t of the object schemes ~bt M
bt
have been dened for the supertypes ~bt of t~.
The possibility measure Pos and the necessity measure
Nec result from the degrees to which the object satises the constraints of C~t~ (by calculating t-conorms
and t-norms).

2.3.2 A generalised database scheme

~ describes the inA generalised database scheme ds
formation which is stored in the generalised database
and is dened as a triple:
~ = D~ M~ C~D~ ]
ds
where D~ = fos
~ i = t~i M~ i C~t~ ]j1  i  n i n 2 N0 g is
a nite set of generalised object schemes, M~ represents
~ , and C~D~ is a conjunctive fuzzy set
the meaning of ds
of constraints which imposes extra conditions on the
instances of the set of object schemes (e.g. referential
constraints between two object schemes). Again, the
membership degrees are an indication for the relevance
of the constraints. Every generalised object scheme in
D~ is dened for a di erent object type. If a generalised
object scheme os
~ i 2 D~ is dened for an object type t~
and t~ is a supertype of t~ or t~ is related with t~, then
there exists a generalised object scheme os
~ i 2 D~ which
is dened for t~ .
An instance of a generalised object scheme os
~ i 2 D~ is
dened to be an instance of the generalised database
~ = D~ M~ C~D~ ] if and only if it satises all the
scheme ds
constraints of C~D~ . All the instances of the generalised
~ are elements of the extent of ds
~.
database scheme ds
i

0

0

0

0

As is the case for the instances of an object scheme,
the measures Pos and Nec result from the degrees to
which the object satises the constraints of C~D~ (by
calculating t-conorms and t-norms).

2.4 The denition of a (fuzzy) database

~ is
The extent of a generalised database scheme ds
called a (fuzzy) database and is by denition a set of
conjunctive fuzzy sets of database instances (grouped
per object scheme). For each database instance
o~ = oid Vnames t~ v~ Pos Nec]
the membership degree of the instance within its conjunctive fuzzy set is calculated as (Pos + 1 ; Nec)=2
and can be seen as the fuzzy thruth value of the object
in the database.

3 Conclusions
A formal framework for the denition of a fuzzy and/or
uncertain object-oriented database model has been
presented. This framework is based on a type system
and a related constraint system, which is meant to
guarantee database integrity. Zadeh's extension principle and generalised constraints have been used to
generalise the database model. Subsequently, databases have been dened as sets of fuzzy sets of objects.
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